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                                    Abstract'

   In this stucly a new analytical methocl of regional lancl management corresponding to riparian

plannlng is proposed in order to evaluate the achievement/ of regional planning aims, especially,

as for land use and the related flood control. These techniques are expre$secl as a phased method

of inodeling, which includes clescriptive mede]s, structurai models and quantitative models. Tl}ese

moclels were appliecl to the large ancl meclium-scale river basins which "rere the lsihkari River

Basin and the Chitose River Basin in Hokkaido. Cl'he objectives of the stu(ly for a large-scale

river basin are to assess the dynamic potential damage (anntial potential damage) and to eva}uate

the appropriate investinent of fiood control. In order to accomplisl'i the objective$, txNro models

were construetecl. One is the interrelational model of fiood mitigation and regional activities by

System Dynamics. (Mll'LILJI? model) 'I'he other is the moclel for allocating investment of flood

control b>r mu]tiobjective optimization. In these analyses, it is important to measure each lancl

use pattern, because tlie type of potential fioed damage can be determinecl by the pattern of land

use.

   The niore etlfective method of investmnet t/o recluce the resiclual potential floocl damages is to

be adaptive to the land use nioveinent/, that is, the net 1)enefit ()f regional flood contro], 'l]he

analytical ol)jectives for a inedium-$cale river basin are to develop the regional extensive xNratershecl

model and to evaluate the multi-regional leve]s of several achievements of water policies interacted

with lancl use development.

   As the results, the more desiral)le measures can be searcl]ed on basis of the cembinecl measures

which are selected into structural and nonstructural measure$ of interrelation with land use and

water resources.

Key words: Systems analysis, water resotirces planning, land use managelnent, maltiobjective

optimization, System I)ynamics, Min-Max opt/imization, annual potential fiood clamage, fioocl contro],

joint occurrence probability, large and mediuin-scale river basin.

1.

the

Introduction

It is referred by E. P. Odurn

minimum econological system.

that a watershed caR be con$idered as one of

This means that such a space is effective not
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only to solve water resources problems but also to settle all regional problemsi).

    In general, a watershed is composed of several municipalities from viewpoints

of the socio-economic aspect. And then it is important in watershed management

to assess natural factors and social factors. Land use management is one of signi-

ficaRt problems in a watershed. Because it is infiuenced with water resources pro-

blems, i.e. flood control, vLrater use and water quality. As the yecent years, the

development of land use is ill-conditional land, which has a steep hill or a soft peat

layer. Flood hazard issues are often caused by land use enhancement in such

a land. Recent trends show that vayious properties are accumulated and large-scale

population and indttstry are concentrated rapidly around such fiooded areas. On

the other hand, urban planning, which plays one of the important roles in land

management, is Rot being promoted with regards to safety against fiood and flood

control level. The obieetives of urban planning are to guide urban development

according to intentions to schematize the safety of human life and the ethcient

activities of urban functions, and also to design urban facilities. However, it is not

clear how to relate the arrangement of river functions with urban plan in order

to attain these objectives.

    Consequently, there are several areas of urbanization which have not con-
sidered the flood damage potential. For example, housing has been made possible

through deforestation of mountains, conversion of paddy fields and by rec}amation

of smal} rivers. These cause the reduction of storage abilities of land and a low

protection against flooding iR urban areas. Accordingly, taking appropritate meas-

ures aye necessary for reducing urban fiood damages to restoring the storage ability

of Iand and the discharge flow of rivers. In other words, the riparian measures

today should be adapted to the state of watershed developments. As a concrete

method, a new concept which unities two programs should be realized. In some

urban areas, it is more effective to restrict the landuse rather than to raise the

embankment.

    The riparian planning was mainly conformed to "line management". However,

it will be necessary to accelerate the concept in which land management is combined

with riparian management as "spatial management" in the near future.

    The former studies of interaction between land use and flood mitigation within

a watershed come under three categories, which are the assessments of fiood dam-

ages, Cost-Benefit analysis of fiood control and alternative methods of optimizing

response to the flooding through systems analysis from economic aspects.

    One of the assessments of flood damages has been classified according to the

categories of land use affected which cause different types of damage, for example,

physical damage to buildings and their contents, bridges, roads, railways etc., agri-

cultural crop losses, loss of income due to interruption of business and cost of fiood

fighting, evacuation, care and rehabilitation of fiood victims2,3).

    The other is to calculate the potential damage,and damage reduction by a

detailed computer model").

    Such studies of the assessment of regional fiood damage, there have been a
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nurnber of studies using Cost-Benefit analysis of Hoof controi as government-funded

schemes in many countries. Cost-Benefit aBalysis is a technique for evaluating and

comparing the beRefits and costs and is based on the assumption that the best

soiution is represented either by the }owest-cost alternative or by the scheme which

maximizes the desirecl objective. And then, the systems analysis approach can be

app}ied at widely differing levels of complexity, foer instance, nonstructural methods

of flood damage reduction and multi-reservoir fiood control systems5A'iS).

    Moreover, there has been a number of studies for comprehensive water re-

sources system. As for the multiobjective decision system or multi-regional planning

system, there have beeB a study on the Rio-Colorado River by D. C. Major and

R. L Lentoni`', the Maumee River Basin Study analysed with the SWT method by

Y, Y. Haimes and W. Halli5', the Tisza River Basin Modei with MUF method by
R. L. Keeney and etc.'6', the Yodo River Basin Model by F. Seo and etc.i7> and

application of nonlinear goa} programming by K. Yoshikawa and N. Okadai8). On

the otker haBd, there have been the Ohio River Basin Study by A. D. Litttei9',

the Lehigh River Basin Study by A. Maass20), the Susquchanna River Basin Study

by H. R. Hamllton and etc.2i) and analysis of water supply-demand structure in

Kinki District22' from the viewpoint of interlation between regionai planning and

water resources proJects.

    The objectives of this study are to bulld a new analyticai method of
regional land management corresponding to ripariaR planning and to establish the

process for evaluating the achievement of regional planning aims, especially, as for

Iand use and the related flood control. Concretely speaking, these techniques are

expressed as a phased method of modeling, which inc}ades descriptlve models,

structural models and quantitative modeis. The detaii of its modeling was described

in the previous paper.23)

    Furthermore, in this paper, a extensive model which is improved including the

other subsystems for water resouces and the interaction between }and use control

and fiood control or other water resources management can be proposed by using
that model.24,24,26>

2. IIIustrative Examples

  2.1 Piyision of River Basin

    As meRtioned above, objective rivey basins are divided into three class, which

are large, medium and small scales. The large-scale river basin is generaliy coR-

sldered as a main stream. In this study the rlver basin which has more than

a hundred km of river length and more than 5,OOO 1<m2 of watershed area. This

basin is relevant to the comprehensive deveiopment of watershed, the national land

planning and regional comprehensive equipmental planning, that is, the ievel of

national planning. The medium-sca}e river basin is mainly a tributary. Its scale

is defined as the range about from 50 to 100km length and from 100km2 to
2,OOO 1<m2 of watershed area. This watershed is.relevant to the planning for an

extensive sphere of life, the plan for combined urban regions and the planniRg of
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watershed water service, etc.. In other words, this area corresponds to the regional

planning of prefectura} level. The small-scale river basin is the area which is

determined by a small tributary. This has less than 50 km of river length and Iess

than 100 km2 of watershed area. This area corresponds to the scale of the urban

planning, the district planning, etc..

  2.2 Objeetive River Basin

    In this study, two river basins are introduced from the scales of watershed

mentioned above. One is a Jarge-scale river basin and the other ls a medium-
river basin.

(1) Large-scale river basin

    The example of large-scale river basin is applied to the downstream and mid-

stream reaches of the watershed of the Ishikari River, which is about 125km in

length running from Fukagawa City to the estuary town. The areas are divided

lnto ten reaches. Each municiparity belongs to each district as shown ln Fig. 2.1

and Table 2.1. The regional characteristics of such reaches is explained briefiy.

1) Reach-A･･･This reach is an estuary zone including most of Ishikari Cho, which

is a neighboring town of Sapporo City, and where a new port has recently been

constructed with continuously related industrial zones. Residential developments,
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 Table2.1 )v{unicipalitiesbelongingtoeachreach

4e

Reach Municiparities

A Ishlkari-Cho

B Sapporo City, Tobetsu-Cho

       , ,,Ebetsu Irobetsu-Sl..llo ......,.. ,,..,
      D '1 Shinshino,tsu-Mura,IwamizawaCity,Kita-Mura,'EbetsuCity

"'""'' l";''''""'''
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such as the Bannaguro housing area and the Shin-Sapporo housing area.

2) Reach-B･･･This reach includes the nortltern, easterR and western part of Sap-

poro City and a part of Tobetsu Cho. It has the highest development level and

the most rapid land enhancement of all reaches. Huge damages will be incurred

through interactive properties coRcentration even lf a sma}1 inundatlon strikes in this

reach.

3) Reach-C･･･Ebetsu City and the rest of tobetsu Cho are included in this reach,

Floodings are frequent because of the junction of two rivers, that is the Ishikari

Rlver and the Chitose River. Thls reach is a important zone for trafllc and trans-

port and has been influenced by the extent of the urban periphery of Sapporo City.

4) Reach-D･･･This reach includes Shinshinotsu-Mura, Iwamizawa City, Kita-Mura

and a part of Ebetsu City. Thls reach has many small branches and a paddy
fields zone occupies more than half of this }arge inundations across embankments

are frequent.

5) Reach-E･･･Iwamizawa City, a part of Kita-Mura and the north area of Shin-

shinotsu-Mura are included in this reach. This reach is one of the largest granary

zone in the Plains of Ishikari. There are residential zone iR Iwamizawa City and

inner industrial area of Shinshino£su-Mura are included in this reach. There are
residential zone in Iwamizawa City and !nner industrial zones are allecated.

6> Reach-F･･`This area is composed of Tsukigata Cho, Bibai City and the other

part of Kita-Mura and Iwamizawa City. The main iRdustry of this reach is agri-

culture, particularly rice cultivation. In this area, the soft foundatlon of peat soil

is widely distributed. Therefore, the engineering works of levees are diflicult,

7) Reach-G･･･This reach is composed of Urausu Cho, Naie Cho and a part of
Bibai City. CFhe population in this reach has decreased gradually. Because of pre-

vention of population decrease, an iRner industrial zone has been planned. Agri-

culture is the chief industry at present.

c city,
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8) Reach-H･･･This reach includes Sunagawa City and a part of Shintotsukawa
Cho. This area produces rice and some vegetables. The chemical industry is also

an important feature.
9) Reach-I･r･This is composed of Takikawa City, the rest of Shintotsukawa Cho

and a part of Uryu Cho. A commercial zone has been allocated and the con-
centration of property is higher than any other reach in the midstream.

10) Reach"ny･･This reach is composed of Fukagawa City and Moseushi Cho. The
cheif lndustry is agriculture, particularly some kinds of productions in the fields.

(2) Medium-scale river basin
    The watershed area is the Chitose Rlver Basin which is one of the tributaries

of the Ishikari River.

    The reason why it was selected as a study area are as fo}lows:

1) This river has a slow slope of river bed, of which sources origins from
Shikotsu Lake as shown in Fig. 2. 2. Several agricultural zones, mainly paddy land,

spread on the rightside of the river and the urban areas extend at hil}s on the

leftside of it. In downstreams there are much soft land with low level and peat

soil. The area around Shikotsu Lake is a part of the Rational Park, the Shikotsu

and Toya.
2) It is forecasted that regional population can be increased largely in the
future and the iand use of the agyicultural area can be changed to the industrial

zon6 near urban areas. Therefore the problems of water resources, for instance,

as foy ur5an or rixral floodings, the supply and demand of regional water system

or rationalization of water rights will be anticipated.
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3) This watershed is adjacent to Sappoxo City which has more tkan 1.5
milions population and include in many other bed-towns and to Tomakomai-Tobu

Industrial Park. The water resources in this watershed are influeRced with the

impacts of both movements. Slx rnunicipalitles, which are three cities and three

towns, exist in tkis watershed. These municipalities are regard as the object reaches

in this study. These reaches are also shown in Fig. 2.2. The regional economic

indexes are represented in Table 2. 2. '
            Table Z.2 I<egional economic index (1975-rminitial planning year)

Ebetsu
Reach-1

 Population

'g'ateofp6'pulation I,

.;umncFg.ase .
 Landuse '('l<'m2)
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   Analytical Methods and App}ieations

  3.1 Regional Analysis of Characteristies of Potential Flood Darnage in a Large

      River Basin

    The main objectives of the study for a layge river basin are to assess the

dynamic potential damage in each reach and to evaluate the appyopriate investment

of fiood control. In order to accomplish the objectives, two models were constructed.

One is the interrelational model of fiood mitigation and regional activities by System

Dynamics (SD modeling). The other ls the model for allocating investment of

control by multiobjective programrning. The former model was already detailed

and clarified in the previous paper23). In this paper, the advanced ideas are re-

preseRted, for exampie, the evaluation of dynamic achievemental degree of fiood

control, the influences of indirect damage potential, etc..

3.
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(1) Regional characteristics of potential fiood damage

    Several results of simulation with the modei for interaction between land use

and flood control (MILUF model) were analysecl iR the ten reaches. The results

are described to evaluate the potential flood damages corresponding to the regional

developments of these reaches in the future. The potential flood damage of each

reach using the Benefit-Cost Ratio as a method of investment is shown in Fig. 3. 1.

By the way, the Benefit-Cost Ratio (B/C) equals 1.0 in the case of thls figure.

    These trends are classified by three patterns:

1) The first is the type of the hlghly urbanlzed reach like Reach-B. That
is, the marginal benefit of investment is very high in this pattern aRd in the initial

term of simulation, residual potentiai flood damage decrease rapidly. But after the

objective level is accomplished ancl the investment is stopped, the residual potential

fiood damage may return to the former state and continue after that. In other

words, the sensitivity to investment is large and the potential damage is varied

witlt a method of investment like a sponge. It is important to determine the level

of flood controHike in this pattern of land use by the complement of both struc-

tural and nonstructural measures.

2) The second pattern is that of slightly increasing residual potential flood

damage like Reach-A, Reach-C, Reach-H and Reach-J. Future land development
will be expected in these reaches and do not followed the scale of considered
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  '

rnethod of investment. It is necessary to increase #he rate of iRvestment when the

level of control is higlter than the present one. In other words, the Ievel of flood

control should be established in consideration of the Iand development and land

eRhancement in each reach.

3) Tke last pattern is that of decreasing a residual fiood damage potential

corresponded to fiood control investment like Reach-D, Reach-E, Reach-F, Reach-G

and Reach-I. 'In other words, the effect of fiood control inve$tment is stabilized.

This is because of the agricultural pattern of land use.

                           i(2) Investment allocation problema of fiood control

    In this paragraph, several methods of tke investment of fiood control are dis-

cussed. The iRvestment is divided broadly into two kinds of costs. These are the

cost of construction and the cost of maintenance. The cost of construction involves

the construction of levees in this case, and the cost of maintenance involves rein-

forcement of subsideRces of levees, turfing and trimrning of turfs. The methods

introduced in this study are three and they are described as follows:

1) Method using the Benefit-Cost Ratio (Method-I)

    This method assumes that a benefit is an annualiy reduced potential flood

damage and a cost is an annual investment. By ttsing these two values and multi-

plying the ratio by a constant, the following annual iBvestment is determined:

        IR,., =xx (RCPD,IIR,)･Ml,, (3. 1)
where IRi.i; the investment of (i+1) th yeay, RCPDi; the reduced potential fiood

damage of i-th year, IRi; the investment of i-th year, M}; the constant (in general,

Mi = 1).

2) Method using the ne£-Benefit (Method-II)
    The net-Benefit is the difference between benefit and cost. These two values

are the same as values of tlte former method. The investment of the following

year is defined as:

        ZD,., =: rvB,･M,, (3. 2)
where U)t+i; the iRvestment of (i+1)th year, NBi; the net-Benefit of i-th year,

Mt; the constant (in general, A4h =!).

3) Method solving the multlobjective problem (Method-III)

    In this method the problem which minimums two objectives, that is the total

cost and the disparity of the total cost with each reach.

    The problem is formulated with:

        Ci(t) ": C5i(t)+C;n,i(t)+Di(t), (3･ 3)
            .T N

        C=£ZCi(t) -min., (3.4)            e./,1 i.-.-1

        qni(t) == Rnv (Cbt(t)], (3･ 5)
        Di(t) == trl., Pj(t)･Gi, (qi(t)}･RDj (qi(t)), (3. 6)
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        I'V?ii(t)=Ci(t)-(]ILv(t), (3･7)
                     N        C?zv(t) == (1!7i)ECi(t), (3. 8)
                    ･[-1
              IT IV

        W=£Z]Wdi(t) >min., <3.9)             t･･･1 t･=1
subject to

        qi(t) :== Qi (Cbi(t)], (3. 10)
         N        i,,Chi(t) -<Cbmax, (3.11)
         .,v
        ,i.EI]=.,(I];,ti(t) S{:Cm,max, (3.12)

        Cb,(t) 20'Vi, (3. 13)
where Ci(t); the total cost of t-th year, Cbi(t); the construction cost of structural

measures, C;.i(t); the cost of maintenance, Di,(t); the annual potential damage,

Wlii(t); the disparity of total cost in reach i, C?,,(t); the average value of total

cost in the whole watershed, P,･ (t); the property of the production per unit area,

Gop･ (q, (t)); the function inundated area, RD, (q, (t)]; the function of rate of damages

(the function of damage density) and qt(t); the saved discharge.

    Figure 3.2 cornpares with the costs of two reaches by the difference between
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Method-I and Method-II.

    The accumulated total cost for twenty years by Method--II were less than that

of Method-I in both reaches, i. e. Reach-C and Reach-F. In £he case of Method-I,
the total cost in Reach-C which included a core city of the local area, was less

than that of Reach-E which was in an agricultural area. This' is because of the
odifflilireeancChe-gi flOOd CORtrOl ley.gl) that is, the level of Reach-c was higher than that

                             tt
    Moreover, the reduetion of potentiai1 damage is not so substantia}, while the

cost of construction is large.

    After all, Method-II may be more effective #han another methods uRder the

condition that there is an outstanding economic efficiency and adaptability for land

managernent.

    Table 3.1 provides the allocated rates of investment ln each reach given by

three methods.

    Method-I requires more investment and allocates higher rates to the reaches

which have large potential clamages in the initiai term. In case of Method-II, the

investmeRt responded to the change of land use more susceptibly. The rate of

investment was especially higher in the reach where Iand development was pro-

spected. This is slmilar to the yesults of Method-III which is at the target year.

In other words, Method-I can be more dependaBt on the initial potential damage

and Method-II can be more adaptive to the future regional development,

(3) Scenarios analysis foy land use-floocl control iRteyaction

(i) The impact of po£ential damage of traffic
    The damage of trathc is taken as the reduction of a total production for the

whole of Hokkaido caused by the lnundation on each reach. The scale of traflic

damage is shown in Fig. 3.3.

    The damage of Reach-B reached a much larger value when compared with
that of the other reaches, on account of the extensive impact over the entire region.

                Table 3.1 Allocatecl rate of investment in each reach

Reach Method-I

A
B

c
'D

E

F

G
lil

;

J

'I

I
1

l
i
I

I

,1,

o.e2s

O.212

O.O09

O.242

O.211

O.084

O,082

O.O19

O.102

o.e14

I'

I

l
!
l
i
i
I
I

l
l

i
I

I

Method-II

""'6,6S'g ''' "'

   O.082

   O.072

   o.eg4

   e.194

   O.200

   O.169

   O.055

   e.105

   O.O04

     Method-III .-
I'
, El.:i!o

i

i O.150I

i

l O.1731

I e.169
l O.128I

l, o.052
i O.098
        O,027
.I,. ........-.-rman--...

(Each total equals 1.0).
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  68

  84
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L?,482

 1)66
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l
i

1

i
I

i

 216

2,650

 872

 239

  99

 148

 423

1,910

 378

 386

Reach-J had also the largest damage of all reaches. This is because the inundat-

ing duration. The infiuences of past traflic volume was computed in only Reach-D

and Reach-F. It happens that the heights of roads (national highways) are above

tlte inuRdated heights in other reaches. The expected losses by delay of detour

of past traflic were 4 millions yen in Reach-D and 30 thousands yen in Reach-F.

(ii) The impact on damages by agricultural investment

    Table 3.2 provides increase of potentia} damage by the investment of agri-

cultural developments. The increases of Reach-B and Reach-H were remarkably
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similar. These damages can be increased in scale when accumuiated for planRiRg

term, though the damage in each year is very small.

  3. 2 Land Use Management Interacted with Flood Control and Regienat Water
       Supply in Medium Scale Basins

    In general, a medium scale basin is defined as a watershed of a branch of

a large scale river aRd including several municipalities.

The extensive administrative areas which are combined Dxamage
bysomecitie$,townsandvillageshaveoftenappeared Reser.ior baSi"

in a medium scale basin. For example, the extensive

sewerage system for watersked or extensive allocative
                                                                   Q
system of water supply has been planned in tltese

areas.

    Thereareseveralspecificcharacteristicsinamediurn Reach-A

scale basiR as follows:

1) It has a multiplicity of land use and the planning
                                                                  QA
of land use in each municipality is independant.

2) The comprehensive problems between land use
management and water resources planning, which are

water use management, flood coRtrol and water quality

control can be iRvestigated more easily. Reach-B
3) The extensive planning in a watershed can be needed

more strongly.

(1) The evaluation for jolnt occurrence probability of                                                                  QA+QB
  fiooding influenced by upper reaches

    The watershed system is supposed as Fig. 3. 4.

The upper reach is Reach-A and the lower reach is Fig･ 3･4 Model ofinterrela-
Reach-B. Both reaches are protected with levees. t/Oa[ergfiegYO reaCl"eS in a

Theflow9Aand9BisthepeakflowefReach-Aand .
Reach-B, when levees in eithey district are not destroyed.

    In this case, the following events may be assumed:

O Levees ln elther reach are not destroyed.

e Levees in Reach-B are destroyed.

@ Levees in both xeaches are destroyed.

@ Levees in Reach-A are destroyed.
    Eaeh conditiok of occurrence of four events is indicated in Equations <3.14)-

(3. 17)27).

    Condition 1); QA:fllQSt and 2A+9Bf{2eB, (3.14)

    CoRdition 2); 9Af{:Qk and QA+QB>QCB, <3.15)
    Condition 3); 9A>2fi and 9A+QB>2X, (3.16)
    Condltion 4); 9A>QS and 2A+2Bww<2X, (3.17)
where 2k and 2CB are the capacities of flowing in those reaches. Each probability

QA

9X

QB
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of occurrence in each reach is described in Equations (3.18) and (3. 19).

P.
SS P(9A, 2.) dQ.,dOrw..,

C3-l-C'4

        PB = gC P(Q., 9.) d9.dQ.,

             JJ
            C2+C3

    Therefore, annual potential damage (annual expected

reach is calculated by Equations (3.20)'ancl (3.21).

flood

(3. 18)

(3. 19)

damage)

APD.(t) = gC G(2.(t) - 2f,(t)>･P(Q.<t), 2.(t)> d9.(t) dQ.(t)

          JJA l" L          C3
    + CC G(Q., (t) - Qf, (t)>･P(9.(t>, Q.(t>> dQ.(t) dQ.(t>

      JJN LN t      (T4

        APD.(t> := g£ G(9.(t) - Ql(t>)･P(2.(t>, Q.(t)> d2.(t) dQ.(t)

                'JJ- L" i                   (Ju
             +gg G(9.(t) - 9k(t)>･P(Q.Ct), Q.(t)> d9.,(t) de.(t)

              J/J/N L" .               (T3

Where APDA(t) is the annual potential damage in Reach-A and
is that in Reach-B. Each variable is considered as the annual data

the t-th year.

    Figure 3.5 shows the degree of achievemeRt of fiood control

region when the conditions of upper reach are not considered. Fig.

same index when such conditions are considered.

in each

(3. 20)

(3. 21)

APDB(t) is that

  by introducing

 level in

3. 6 shows

each

 the
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    In this analysis, several yesults are described as follows:

1) In the 'case of potential damage in present years, the regions which have

}arger potential are Reach-1, Reach-4 and Reach-5. The potential damage of
Reach-1 is the hlghest in all regions because it includes the potential damage of

the Ishil<ari River. Reach-4 has the highest potential of only the Chitose River.

2) In the ratio of cornponents of damage, the reaches which have a high
ratio of agricultural damage in preseRt years are Reach-6 and Reach-3. This is

because most of the residential zones of these areas are located on higher lancl.

Therefore, the safety of resiclentiai zones have similar height of land to the agri-

cultural zenes.

3) As for the moclel considering, influeRces of upper reaches, the probabilities

of occurrence in lower reaches are heigher and goal attainments are delayecl. For

example, Reach-1 where is in the lowest reach drops in 78% of the independant

type.

(2) Analysis by the model of allocating water resource in a watershed

    The control}able variables in managemefit problem for utilization of water are

O allocation of new water supply, @ restriction of lancl use or urbanizecl area and

@ arrangement of facilitles for water resource management and so on.

    It is very diMcult to determine allocated volume of water in each reach because

of decision of water right in the future. Generally, in the case of large-scale, the

allocation of a new "rater, development to each region is considered as the problem

of decisienmaking for national government or a pubiic corporation of water resources.

    In this case, the allocation problem to several reaches is treated considering

various causal factors'in region･al conditions. The problem is formulated oR basis

of the following conditions.
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1) The Iand use of each reach is given as a parameter and the total water
from reservoir is also given as a parameter.

2) The controllab!e variable {s allocation of water in each reach.

3> Two objeetive functions are proposed; One is the degree of achievement
for water supply, the other is the degree of aehievement for environmental standards.

4) The new water resource is allocatable to ali reaches without structurai

constramts.

5) The cost for allocated water in each reach can be charged completely by

each reach.

6) XVater supply in each reach is considered as the volume added the present

demand to new allocated water. And water demand of each xeach in the target
year is forecasted by means of the regional index in the future.

7) Each reach has on facility of sewerage.

    On basis of these conditioRs the following equations are foymulated.

    When new water supply foym reservior 2,t is derived, 2d forms a trade-off

with controlled discharge for fiood of dam 2itt. That is, the relation of these

variables is implied as follows:

        9di =: 2,-2,,. (3. 22>
where Qt is the total controllable volume of the reservoir. Meanwhi}e the change

of land use has infiuenced on the water demand in each region. 9di is the water

demand of i- reach in the target year. Water demand depends on the r.egional

activities, for example, population migratlon and location of factories. Therefore,

it is derived with the following relation:

        Qctt =G(lie'>･ (3･ 23)
In this case, these variables 9fd and lij aye given. q,,i represents the allocated

water in i reach newly.

    The achievemaRtal degree of water use ]LVii and eRvironmental standard wr2

!n i-reach can be formalized each other:

        l;V}i=:(Q,i+g.i)IQdi, Vi, (3.24)
        Wl2 -- BsilBri, Vi, (3･ 25)
        Br'i=bi(9si+qXD+Bri-iPi-i, Vi, (3･26>
where ;

2si,; water supply in a target yeay without new deve}opment of water (m3!day),

B,,t; Iimited va!ue of environmental standard (ppm>, B.i; Ioad of environmental

sewage (ppm>, b.i; load of environmental sewage per unit discharge (ppm!m3),

Bi,-i; rate to reach the fiowing sewage.

    In the case of the EquatioR (3. 26), 9,i is selected to the smaller one of 2,i+

<loi and Qdi actualJy.

    By usiBg the Equations of (3.24) and (3!25), the following planning problems

are formulated:
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              N
        wr=EIJVii >max., (3.27)             i=.-1

              N

        W12=£II]Vii-W'f･il-min., (3. 28)             i=-,1

               IN
        IJVe･i =--N-･- ,4., W},, (3. 2g)
              N        Vk=ZWi2 >max., (3.30)             ･i,,,:I

              AT
        W4=XII'{xL･2-Wli･- >min., (3.31)
             ･i,..-1

               IN        VG="N" ,¥,,,,Wi2- (3.32)
The following constraints are aiso represented:

         N        21]q.tSQ,i Vi, (3.33)
        ofl{I<lai,slgg.m,"x vi, (3.34)
where U4; the objective of achievement of water use, W>;the objective of disparity

among each achievement of water use, Inyi; the aveyage of each achievement iR

a whole watershed, W3; the objective of achievement of environmental standard,

W4; the obiective of each achievement in a whole watershed.

    Table 3.3 impiies the ratio of allocated water to each reach. In this case, the

target year is supposed as 1995. The new developmental water is supposed as the

present projected value. In the case of A-1, the objectives of water use, i. e. Equa-

tions of (3.27) and (3.28) are introduced and in the case of A-2, the obiectives of

water use and water quaiity are consitlered as Equations of (3.27) (3.38), (3.30)

and (3.31).

    As the result of case A-1, whlle the achievement of water use can be balanced

                 Table 3.3 Result of water a}location and degree of
                            achievement in 1995 (in case of Qd)

l

i

'

A-1
 l     Degree of
    achievement

I

g'al'E' 'of

allocation

A-2
 Rate of
allocation

 Degree of
acelevement

'ReacK-i

it'e'5EII-2

O.21

o,eg

I
o.g6

O.72
O.07

O.19

ot'f"

l

O.86
3.60

Reach-3
.l

O.20
O.86

3.20

'o.76

O,92

1.48

1.82

O.94

1.12

Reach-4 O.09

O.20

)

i

O.86
1.22

O.20

Reach-5
O.86

1.22
O.23

1.70
1.64

O.92
O.92

Reach-6 O.20
O.86

O.72
O.07

Note; Degree of achievement upper

O.70
Q. ,.92

line- water use, lower line- environmental standard.
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Table 3.4 Result of water allocation and clegree of
          achievement in 1995 (in case of O.5 Qd)

 R'a'te of

aJlocf}.t3'on

A-1

 Degreeof '
achievement '

i21'liE of

allog.crt.!.iol}.

A-2
 Degree of
achievemgnt

.tt..ttt.t...-t.t.t..........t.tt.t.

 Reach-1
 R'E''5'//llll''2'" -

 Reach-3

 Reach-4

 Regch.m5... I

 Reach-6 '

O,24

elo6

O.19

O.07

O.22

o,Ep2

 ttttttt

tttttttttttttttttttttt

       tt'Is2''' i
       o.se
      'o'l8'o '' ' '
       3.7e
       O.80
       1.30
   '' "'b17tt" '"'"'"""
       3.34
'' '''' b18'1'

       1.33
" '""o"I's"O'""'""'

       O.80

e.os

o,,g

O.24

O.20

O.23

o.oi

O.68
O.98

1,92

.b.91

.1.23

1.65

1.75

e.go
O.99
'O.68

O,95

   Notes: Degree of achievement upper line- water use, lovgTer line- environmental standard.

in each reach the achievements of environmental standard is unbalanced in each
            '
reach remarkably. In case of A-2, both achievemeRts are unbalanced iR each
reach, but the disparity of achievement of environmental standard can be decreased.

    Table 3.4 implies the allocation of the new developmental water in each reach

when the water supply decreases half of the present projected water by infiuences

of fiood'control. As a result, the ra'tes of allocation are influenced by the conditions

of the reaches more strongly. And the degree of achievernent in each reach is

about6-7%lowerthanthatoftheformercasegenerally, '
(4) Evaluation of importance of land use by restriction of water resource in

    watershed management

(i) The regional watershed management model (RWM model)
    The model used in this paragraph is for middle scale basins, in particular, for

those prossessing varying characteristics on each region. This system model aims

for an interaction between attainment of flood control and the other achievement of

water resources. That is, the process for the selection of alternatives of water

resources management is formed by the dynamic model.
    The condition for the model construction are as follows:

1) Each objective to change dynamically and the degree of each goal attain-

ment defined previously can be evaluated by the related factors of natural environ-

ment ancl social environment.

2) The interrelation of each objective for water resources system and the
concrete alternatives can be formed into the related factors of natural environment

and social environment.

3) The establishment of scenerios and alternatives for the simulation model
can be treated considering the priority of measures by structural modeling.

4) The model can analyse the alternatives corresponding to the regionai
changes in the future not only for structural measures but also for nonstructural

measures.
5) CompreheRsive measures for watey resources can be evaluated by simulation
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           Fig. 3.7 System structure of regional watershed management model
                    (RWM-niodel). '

analysis. The extensive linl<age model between flood control and land use showed

in Fig. 3.7 includes managements oi other comprehensive water resources.

    By means of the basic structure of the RWM model, the combinatiop of
subsystem is explained. The sector of water supply is composed of the water

system from river and the recycle water system. The sector of water demand
frorn the sector of populatioR and lndustry. Finaliy the level of water use is defined

by water supply and water demand. The sector of popuiation and industry is in-

cluded in tlte forecasting of region, land use adjustment and the restriction of

industrlal site. In the sector of pollution-load, pollutant load is calclulated and co$t

of facilities. The sector of water quality takes the value of water quality from the

sector of disposal and sector of intermediate water service.

    The obiectives of water resource management are evaluated by means of the

a) The degree of achievernent for living use･･･This index is acquired by divid-

ing supply,by demand. It is also considered as level of satisfaction for housing or

business.

b) The degree of achievement for industrial use･･･This index is similar to
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the index of living use. That is satisfaction of industry is implied.

c) The degree of achievement for environmental standard･･･This inclex is given ,

by dividing environmenta} standard by water quality of each reach. It represents
ievei of satisfaction for comfoytability.

d) The degree of achievement for flood contro}･･･Thls index is represeRted
as dividing annual expected reduced flood damage by angual expected flood damage.

It implies the level of satisfaction for the safety.

e) Level of total costt･･This index is represented as dlviding the total cost by

the planning scale of budget for water resources in each region.

    The indices mentioned above are formulated as follows:

        Dts == Wl}fV[･X£･., (3. 32)
        DSin == wynsll'Vlend (3･ 33)
        Dqic=Bk!Bf･ (3. 34)
        or=Drkf(D2+D#) (3･ 35)
        D3 -- C,k. !Cts (3. 36)
where;
Dts; degree of achievement for industrial use, Dtst,; degree of achievement for

industrial use, D,k; degree of achievement for environmental standard, Pfi; degree

of achievement for flood control, D,k; level of total cost, W:; demand of living use

(m3!day), Wik.,; supply for iRdustrial use (m31day), W,k･.,; demand of industrial use,

B,k; restricted environmental standard, B.k; load of sewage (Both loads-gfday),

D,ic; annual expected damage (10`yen), D,ic; annua} expected reduced flood damage
(10`yen), Cij･ ; total cost, Cts; projected allowable cost.

(ii) The results of the analysis of regional watershed management model (RWM
model)

    The goal attainments of watershed planning were ana}ysed by the RWM model

dynamically. IR these simulation analyses, the condition of scenarios of 19 cases

were used as shown in Table 3.5. Then, alternatives were described in Table
i3.fi 6foabllne C39S7e. Of tranSitiOn that depends on present trend the results are presented

    Except for the flood control level, all other levels were assumed to go down.

In partlcular, the level of water supply dropped remarkably. In case of Reach-6

(Chitose City), conditions for level of water supp}y was severe.

    Tlte results are represented IR Fig. 3. 8. According to these results, the leve}

of residential water use was improved by structural measures. However the Ievel

of industrial water use was improved only by structural measures to combine Ron-

structural measures. The level of river quality was also maintained by nonstructural

measures. The influences on the level of flood control was small in case of struc-

tural measures. But the infiuence was large iR case of the restriction of nonstruc-

tural measures. That is, land developmentreduced regional fiood damage. However

to achieve the level of fiood control in these reaches, it is suflicient to imply only

structural measures.
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4. Conclusion

    The results in this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) Analytical results in the case of large-scale river basin

1) The simulation model which has the interactional functions between land

use and flood control-MILUF can be generallY applied to the large-scale river basin,

e.g. the Ishil<ari River Basin. The characteristics of potential damage in several

areas within a watershed caB be interrelated with land use activities by using the

model. Namely, many factors included in several subsystems, that is, the land use,

the social and economic, the flood damage and the fiood control subsystems, are

connected on the same stage and the same time. The regionai safety of !and

developmentcanbeevaluatedbymeansofthecomprehensivesystem. '
2) In these aRalyses, it is important to measure each land use pattern, because

the type of potential flood damage can deterrnined by the pattern of Iand use. .

3) The more effective methocl of investmeRt to reduce the･residual'･ potential

flood damages is to be adaptive to the land use movement. That is, the adaptive

method is to evaluate the interaction between benefit and cost in each'year, parti-

cularly, the annual net benefit. On the basis of tlte Ret benefit or･ th'e benefit-

cost ratio, the regional cost should be allocated to each region (each reach):

4) This mode} can be extended to the comprehensive planning of regional
land use to the extent of indirect poteRtial damage, for example, impacts of stop-

page and the interruption of business.

(2) ABaiytical results in the case of medium-scale river basin

1) These modeling techniques proposed can be applied to the comprehensive
system o"and use management in a medium-scale of river basin. That is, the
problems of the complex water resources management can be solved by means of
investigation of this sequential and phased modeling techniques.

2) The moye desirabie rneasures can be searched on basis of the combined
measures which are selected into structural or nonstructural measures of interrela-

tion with land use and wa£er resources.

3) The simulation of large scale SD model can be analysed by a few scenarios

on basis of several support systems.

4) In case of the area for which it is difficult to develop the new water
resources, even if the water supply is increased by the present project of water

development, the level of water use, iR particular, in the urbanized area may be

reduced gradually. Because of the prevention of these trends, nonstructural me-

asures should be promoted strongly, for example, a saved water measure and restric-

tion of land use.

5) The level of flood control will be advanced because the absolute potential

damage in each reach is not large so much. However in a view of comparison
with whole reaches each other, the disparity of achievement for flood control in

these reaches is large ,s5g#ificant}y. Therefore, it will be important to censieer the

priority of each reach to the project.
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    After all, the System DyRamlcs Model- MILUF was introduced to analyse the

regional laRd use patterns interre!ated with the regiona} potential fiood damage in

the large-scale river basin. The extensive watershed model-RMW was also el-

laborated in order to measure the obiectives of water resources planning interacted

with regional socio-ecoRomic activlties in the medium-scale river basin. Both

models were made sure to be effective in order to present the complex systemati-

cal behaviors of those watershed.

    Furthermore, a kind of the adaptive control technique, the Cost-Benefit aRalysis

and a teckBique of multiobjective optimization-Min-Max optimization were much

valuable for deciding water resources policies among several reaches. The most

important approach for researches of interrelation between water resources and

land use is to combine and to apply these methods of systems analysis orderly and

systematlcally.

    As for the future studles, it is necessary for the researches of flooded areas

to investigate the geographlcal, geological and socio-economic factors and to coilect

the regional information data including the structure of coRsciousness of inltabitants

more accurately. In particular, the structure of consciousness of inhabitants has

been investigated by a questionnaire after an inundation. Moreover, it is also

necessary for mesh-data or specific data in flooded areas to be arrangecl for future

land use.
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